The Political Meaning . Carol Hanisch's essay explains the idea behind the phrase "the personal is political." A common debate between "personal" and "political" questions whether society or individuals are responsible for affecting social change. Hanisch argues that the two are inextricably linked.

Understanding Political Process Theory . The relationship between democracy and capitalism is a contentious issue in modern society. The extension of universal adult male suffrage in 19th century Britain occurred along with other notable political changes, including the rise of the middle class and the growth of industry. Throughout history, the relationship between democracy and capitalism has been complex and contentious.

The Personal Is Political . Status and power are often determined by societal norms and expectations. The concept of "personal" is political" recognizes that individual actions and decisions have political implications. The idea is that personal identity is not separate from political identity, but rather is deeply interconnected.

The Personal Is Political - Meaning and Origin
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